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Let Fq denote the finite field of q elements, q=pe odd, let q1 denote the canonical
additive character of Fq where q1(c)=e2piTr(c)/p for all c ¥ Fq, and let Tr represent
the trace function from Fq to Fp. We are interested in evaluating Weil sums of the
form S=S(a1, ..., an)=;x ¥ Fq q1(D(x)) where D(x)=;ni=1 aixp
ai+pbi, ai \ bi for
each i, is known as a Dembowski–Ostrom polynomial (or as a D-O polynomial).
Coulter has determined the value of S when D(x)=axp
a+1 ; in this note we show
how Coulter’s methods can be generalized to determine the absolute value of S for
any D-O polynomial. When e is even, we give a subclass of D-O polynomials whose
Weil sums are real-valued, and in certain cases we are able to resolve the sign of S.
We conclude by showing how Coulter’s work for the monomial case can be used
to determine a lower bound on the number of F lq-solutions to the diagonal-type
equation ; li=1 xp
c+1
i +(xi+l)
pc+1=0, where l is even, e/gcd(c, e) is odd, and
h(X)=lp
e− c
Xp
e− c
+lp
c
X is a permutation polynomial over Fq. © 2001 Elsevier Science
(USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Fq denote the finite field of q elements, q=pe odd, and let F
g
q denote
the set of nonzero elements of Fq. Further, let q1 denote the canonical
additive character of Fq where q1(c)=e2piTr(c)/p for all c ¥ Fq and Tr repre-
sents the trace function from Fq to Fp. Since any additive character can be
represented in terms of q1, our work will be presented in terms of the
canonical additive character. We are interested in evaluating exponential
sums of the form
S(a1, ..., an)= C
x ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
aixp
ai+pbi 2 , (1)
where D(x)=;ni=1 aixp
a
i +p
bi, ai \ bi for each i, is known as a Dembowski–
Ostrom polynomial (or as a D-O polynomial). D-O polynomials have
received attention in the literature [4, 5], as they are important in the study
of planar functions.
When n=1, Coulter [2] has explicitly evaluated (1) by writing the above
equation in the equivalent form S(a)=;u ¥ Fq q1(aup
c+1) where c=a−b \
0 and u=xp
b
, a bijection. (Recall [6] that for any c ¥ Fq and any non-
negative integer s, q1(c)=q1(cp
s
). This fact will be used often in the paper.)
The following two theorems are his main results and depend upon (e/d)’s
parity where d=gcd(c, e).
Theorem 1.1. Let d=gcd(c, e) and suppose e/d is odd. If p — 1 mod 4,
S(a)=(−1)e−1 `q g(a) where g is the quadratic character on Fq. Otherwise
S(a)=(−1)e−1 ie `q g(a), i=`−1 here.
Theorem 1.2. Let d=gcd(c, e) and suppose e/d is even with e=2m. If
a (q−1)/(p
d+1) ] (−1)m/d then S(a)=±pm depending upon whether m/d is even
or odd respectively. If a (q−1)/(p
d+1)=(−1)m/d then S(a)=±pm+d depending
upon whether m/d is odd or even respectively.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 depends heavily upon the following.
Theorem 1.3. For e=2m the equation ap
c
xp
2c
+ax=0 is solvable for
x ¥ Fgq if and only if e/d is even and a (q−1)/(p
d+1)=(−1)m/d. In such cases
there are p2d−1 nonzero solutions.
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are generalizations of Carlitz’s work [1], who
evaluated S(a) for c=1. The aim of this note is to show that Coulter’s
methods can be generalized to the case in which the D-O polynomial in
the argument of (1) has any number of terms. Specifically, we prove the
following.
Theorem 1.4. Let S=S(a1, ..., an) be defined as in (1). Then |S|=
`qN, where N is the number of Fq-solutions to the linearized polynomial
equation Tn(w)=0,
Tn(w)=A
ps1
1 w
p2s1+A1w+C
n
i=2
[Ap
s1
i w
ps1+si+(Aiw)p
s1+yi],
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where Ap
ti
i =ai for all i, ti — bi−b1 mod e for each i, si=ai−bi \ 0 for
each i, and yi=e−si for i=2, ..., n.
Theorem 1.5. Let S=S(a1, ..., an) be defined as in (2) where e is even,
d=gcd(s1, ..., sn, e), and (pd+1) divides (p si+1) for i=1, ..., n. Then S is
real, and thus by Theorem 1.4 we have S=±`qN, where N is defined as in
Theorem 1.4.
For the following, we refer to Lemma 3.4 for the statement regarding the
number of solutions to Tn(w).
Theorem 1.6. Let S=S(a1, ..., an) be defined as in (2) where e=2m is
even, d=gcd(s1, ..., sn, e) where e/d is even, d=gcd(si, e) for each i, 2d
divides si−sj for all i ] j, and (pd+1) > 4 divides (p si+1) for i=1, ..., n.
Further, let Tn(w) be defined as in Theorem 1.4, and let pbd represent the
number of Fq-solutions of Tn(w), with b a nonnegative integer. If b=0 then
S=−pm or S=pm according to whether m/d is odd or even respectively. If
b > 0 then b is even, and with bˆ=b/2 we have S=pm+bˆd(−1)m/d+bˆ.
We also show how Coulter’s results for the monomial case can be used
to give a bound on the number of F lq-solutions to the diagonal-type equation
; li=1 xp
c+1
i +(xi+l)
pc+1=0, where l ¥ Fq is chosen so that cp
e− c
lp
e− c
+clp
c
] 0 for all c ¥ Fgq (for example, l=1), l is even, and e/d is odd where
q=pe and d=gcd(c, e). The pertinent result is as follows.
Theorem 1.7. Consider the equation P(x1 , ... , xl)=; li=1 xp
c+1
i +
(xi+l)p
c+1=0, where l ¥ Fq is chosen so that cp
e− c
lp
e− c
+clp
c
] 0 for all
c ¥ Fgq (equivalently, h(X)=lp
e− c
Xp
e− c
+lp
c
X is a permutation polynomial
over Fq), l is even, and e/d is odd where q=pe and d=gcd(c, e). Let N
represent the number of F lq-solutions to P. Then N \ q l−1−q (l/2)−1(q−1).
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4
Let S=S(a1, ..., an) be given as in (1) with ai=bi+si, si \ 0 for each i.
We have
S= C
x ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
aixp
ai+pbi 2= C
u ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Aiup
si+12 , (2)
where u=xp
b1 and Ap
ti
i =ai for all i, ti — bi−b1 mod e for i=1, ..., n.
Thus
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|S|2= C
u, v ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Ai[up
si+1−vp
si+1]2
= C
v, w ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Ai[(v+w)p
si+1−vp
si+1]2
= C
v, w ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Ai[wp
si+1+vwp
si+vp
siw]2
= C
w ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Aiwp
si+12 C
v ¥ Fq
q1(vp
s1Tn(w)), (3)
where Tn(w)=A
ps1
1 w
p2s1+A1w+;ni=2 [Ap
s1
i w
ps1+si+(Aiw)p
s1+yi], yi=e−si
for i=2, ..., n. Consider the inner sum in (3). It is clear that if w ¥ Fq is
not a solution to Tn(w)=0 then the inner sum equals zero. Thus any
contribution to the overall sum will come only from those w ¥ Fq satisfying
Tn(w)=0, and we let N denote the number of such w. For each such w,
the inner sum is clearly q ; thus it remains to determine the value of
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Aiwp
si+12 . (4)
We claim that for each w ¥ Fq satisfying Tn(w)=0, the value of (4) is 1.
To see this, we rewrite (4) as
D
n
i=1
q1(Aiwp
si+1) (5)
and write q1(A2wp
s2+1) as q1([A
ps1
2 w
ps1+s2] wp
s1), where the term in brackets
is a term of Tn(w) (we assume that n \ 2 as the case n=1 is resolved). Since
Tn(w)=0, we have
D
n
i=1
q1(Aiwp
si+1)=Uq1([A
ps1
2 w
ps1+s2−Tn(w)] wp
s1), (6)
where
U= D
i=1, ..., n and i ] 2
q1(Aiwp
si+1).
Using the facts that Tn(w)=0 and that
q1(A2wp
s2+1)=q1([A
ps1
2 w
ps1+s2] wp
s1),
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it follows that
D
n
i=1
q1(Aiwp
si+1)=q¯1(A1wp
s1+1) D
n
i=2
q¯1(A
pyi
i w
pyi+1), (7)
where q¯1(c)=e−2piTr(c)/p for c ¥ Fq. Since
q¯1(A
pyi
i w
pyi+1)=q¯1([A
pyi
i w
pyi+1]p
si)
for each i from 2 to n, we have
q¯1(A
pyi
i w
pyi+1)=q¯1(Aiwp
si+1) (8)
for each i from 2 to n, and we conclude that
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Aiwp
si+12=q¯1 1 Cn
i=1
Aiwp
si+12 . (9)
Since p is odd, the right-hand side of (9) equals 1 and the claim is proved.
Returning to (3), we have |S|2=qN and thus Theorem 1.4 is proved
as well. Note that this result agrees with Coulter’s results when n=1
(as it should). Note as well that the linearized polynomial Tn(w) is a gener-
alization of the linearized polynomial ap
c
xp
2c
+ax=0 given in Theorem 1.3.
We make the following observation in closing this section. The method
we have presented for computing |S| in this section relies upon knowing the
number of Fq-solutions of the linearized polynomial Tn(w). For any finite
extension E of Fp with y=dim(E : Fp), Tn acts a linear operator on the
vector space E over Fp, thus Tn can be represented by a matrix M over Fp.
If rank(M)=r then Tn has py−r roots in E [6], thus the problem of com-
puting |S| reduces to the relatively easy task of determining the rank of a
y×y matrix whose entries lie in the prime field. For our work, y=e and so
as long as we have an irreducible polynomial of degree e over Fp with root
o, we are able to form M by computing Tn(1), Tn(o), ..., Tn(oe−1). This
method, then, can prove more efficient than direct computation of |S|,
particularly if at least one of q or n is large. The reader is referred to
[6, pp. 110–112] for the details of the algorithm.
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.5 AND 1.6
We now specify conditions under which S is guaranteed to be real-
valued, and then, for a certain subset of polynomials, we determine the sign
of S. To do this set d=gcd(s1, ..., sn, e), where the si’s are defined as in (2).
We require the following:
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1. e=2m is even.
2. (pd+1) divides (p si+1) for each i.
Note that the second condition forces both si/d and (p si+1)/(pd+1) to be
odd for each i. We state two lemmas whose proofs are found in [2]. The
first is a well-known elementary result, and the second lemma is proved
using the first.
Lemma 3.1. Let dˆ=gcd(d, e) and let p be odd. Then gcd(pd+1, pe−1)=
2 if e/dˆ is odd and equals p dˆ+1 otherwise.
Lemma 3.2. For e=2m there exists some x ¥ Fq, q=pe, satisfying
xp
d+1=−1.
On the basis of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we prove the following.
Lemma 3.3. Let S=S(a1, ..., an) be defined as in (2), and suppose that
the above conditions on e and d hold. Then S(a1, ..., an)=S(−a1, ..., −an),
and thus |S|2=S2 ; i.e., S is real.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 there exists an x ¥ Fq such that xp
d+1=−1. Thus
S(a1, ..., an)= C
u ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Aiup
si+12
= C
u ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Ai(xu)p
si+12
= C
u ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
−Aiup
si+12
=S(−a1, ..., −an). (10)
Thus S(a1, ..., an)=;u ¥ Fq q¯1(;ni=1 Aiup
si+1), which can only occur when
S is real, and the lemma is proved. L
Theorem 1.5 then follows from Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 3.3.
To obtain Theorem 1.6, we require a few lemmas, the first of which is
straightforward and can be applied to the results of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5,
as well.
Lemma 3.4. Let Tn(w) be defined as in Theorem 1.4 with
e= gcd
2 [ i [ n
(2s1, s1+si, s1+yi, e).
Then the number of Fq-solutions to Tn(w)=0 is pbe some nonnegative integer b.
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Proof. From the definitions of Tn(w) and e it follows that Tn(gw)=
gTn(w) for g ¥ Fpe. Since Tn(w) is a linearized polynomial over Fq, it follows
as well that the solutions to the equation Tn(w)=0 form an Fpe-vector
space. Thus the number of Fq-solutions to Tn(w)=0 is pbe for some non-
negative integer b. L
It is clear from the definitions of d and e that d divides e, thus the
number of Fq-solutions is pbd for b a nonnegative integer.
Lemma 3.5. Let si, i=1, ..., n, be defined as in (2) with
d=gcd(s1, ..., sn, e),
e even and (pd+1) dividing (p si+1) for each i. For each i set
Ui=(p si+1)/(pd+1).
Then gcd(Ui, pd−1)=1 for each i.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that gcd(Ui, pd−1)=l > 1 for some i ;
clearly, l is odd. Since si/d is odd we have
p si+1=(pd+1)(p (si/d−1) d−p (si/d−2) d+· · ·+1), (11)
where Ui=p(si/d−1) d−p (si/d−2) d+·· ·+1. By the definition of l, it follows
that l divides Ui+pd−1, thus l divides p2d(p (si/d−3) d−p (si/d−4) d+· · ·+1),
and hence l divides p (si/d−3) d−p (si/d−4) d+·· ·+1. Continuing this process,
we see that we must eventually have l=p, which cannot happen since l
divides pd−1. This contradiction establishes the lemma. L
The following lemma generalizes Theorem 6.1 in [2] for a certain class
of polynomials.
Lemma 3.6. Let d and e be defined as usual with e/d even, and let N
denote the number of solutions (x, y) ¥ Fq×Fq of the equation
C
n
i=1
Aixp
si+1=yp
d
−y,
where the left-hand side is identical to the argument in (2). Further, suppose
that d=gcd(si, e) for each i and that 2d divides si−sj for all i ] j. Then
N=q+(pd−1) S,
where S=S(a1, ..., an) is given by (2).
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Proof. We have
qN= C
w ¥ Fq
C
x, y ¥ Fq
q1 1w 5Cn
i=1
Aixp
si+1−yp
d
+y62
=q2+ C
w ¥ Fgq
C
x ¥ Fq
q1 1w 5Cn
i=1
Aixp
si+162 C
y ¥ Fq
q1(w(y−yp
d
))
=q2+ C
w ¥ Fgq
C
x ¥ Fq
q1 1w 5Cn
i=1
Aixp
si+162 C
y ¥ Fq
q1(yp
d
(wp
d
−w)).
The inner sum is zero unless w ¥ Fpd. Thus
N=q+ C
w ¥ Fgpd
C
x ¥ Fq
q1 1w 5Cn
i=1
Aixp
si+162 .
We simplify this sum as follows. Since e/d is even, gcd(p si+1, q−1)=
pd+1 divides (q−1)/(pd−1) for each i. Further, by Lemma 3.5 and the
assumptions that d=gcd(si, e) for each i and 2d divides si−sj for all i ] j,
the set of equations wzp
si+1
w =1, i=1, ..., n, has a common solution zw ¥
Fgp2d. Thus we have
N=q+ C
w ¥ Fgpd
C
x ¥ Fq
q1 1w 5Cn
i=1
Aixp
si+162
=q+ C
w ¥ Fgpd
C
x ¥ Fq
q1 15Cn
i=1
Aiw(zwx)p
si+162
=q+ C
w ¥ Fgpd
C
x ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Aixp
si+12
=q+(pd−1) S. L
We now prove Theorem 1.6 using a counting argument concerning N
(where N is defined as in Lemma 3.6 and not as in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5)
and then comparing our results to those in Theorem 1.5.
Consider the equation ;ni=1 Aixp
si+1=yp
d
−y. If (x, y) is a solution with
x ] 0 then (wx, y) is also a solution if wp
d+1=1, and thus the solutions of
this equation for nonzero x occur in batches of pd+1. Additionally, there
are pd solutions with x=0, and thus N — pd mod pd+1 — −1 mod pd+1.
Thus by this congruence and Lemma 3.6 we have
2(1−S) — 0 mod pd+1. (12)
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Suppose that p > 3 or p=3 with d > 1. (We address the case (p, d)=
(3, 1) at the end of the section.) We have two cases, the first being the case
in which Tn(w) is a permutation polynomial (thus the b in Theorem 1.6 is
equal to zero) so that by Theorem 1.5 we have S=±pm with e=2m. If
m/d is even we have pm−1=(pd+1)(p (m/d−1) d−p (m/d−2) d+·· · −1), while
if m/d is odd we have pm+1=(pd+1)(p (m/d−1) d−p (m/d−2) d+·· ·+1). Thus
pm — 1 mod pd+1 if m/d is even and pm — −1 mod pd+1 if m/d is odd.
Combining this with Lemma 3.6 and (12) yields the first part of Theorem 1.6.
The other case is one in which Tn(w) is not a permutation polynomial
and thus has pbd Fq-solutions for some positive integer b. It follows from
Theorem 1.5 that S=±pm `pbd. From (12) it follows that b is even, thus
S=±pm+(bˆd), where bˆ=b/2. We conclude that S — ±(−1) bˆ pm mod pd+1.
From this congruence it follows that if m/d and bˆ are odd then S=pm+(bˆd),
while if bˆ is even then S=−pm+(bˆd). Likewise, if m/d and bˆ are even then
S=pm+(bˆd), while if m/d is even and bˆ is odd then S=−pm+(bˆd), and
Theorem 1.6 is proved.
Note that we have excluded the case p=3, d=1. This is because either
S — (−1) bˆ pm or S — (−1) bˆ+1 pm mod pd+1 is capable of satisfying (12).
Coulter was forced to treat this case separately [2], and while he resolved
this case for D(x)=axp
a+1 the method he gives does not appear to
generalize to the case in which the number of terms in D(x) is unrestricted.
Specifically, if one wishes to follow the method of Coulter here, one needs
to find a multinomial analogue to Theorem 5.30 of [6], given as
Lemma 2.4 in [2]:
Lemma 3.7. Let q be a nontrivial additive character of Fq, m a natural
number, and l a multiplicative character of Fq of order d=gcd(m, q−1).
Then
C
c ¥ Fq
q(acm+b)=q(b) C
d−1
j=1
l¯ j(a) G(l j, q),
G(l j, q) the Gaussian sum of l j and q, for any a, b ¥ Fq with a ] 0.
Lemma 3.7, then, provides a way to evaluate the Weil sum ;c ¥ Fq
q(acm+b). For our problem, the multinomial analogue would involve
evaluating the sum in (2) using a multiplicative character l of Fq of order
gcd(pd+1, q−1)=pd+1=4. Using the sum in (2) and mimicing Lidl and
Niederreiter’s proof of Lemma 3.7 yields
C
u ¥ Fq
q1 1 Cn
i=1
Aiup
si+12=1+ 1
(q−1)n−1
V, (13)
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where V=;ak1, ..., kn ¥ (Fgq ) N G(k¯1, y1) · · · G(k¯n, yn), the ;a indicating that
the sum is taken over all k1, ..., kn ¥ (Fgq )N with kp
s1+1
1 =k¯
ps2+1
2 · · · k¯
psn+1
n .
(Fgq )
N represents the group of multiplicative characters of Fq, and
yi(up
si+1)=q1(Aiup
si+1)
for i from 1 to n. Here we encounter a roadblock. Specifically, when n=1
we can use the observation that kp
s1+1
1 is trivial if and only if ord(k1)
divides 4 to conclude that k1 is a multiplicative character of order dividing
4, and we can use this fact to complete the proof of Lemma 3.7. However,
in our case n > 1 and we cannot necessarily conclude that the ki’s have
orders dividing 4.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7
We demonstrate how Coulter’s results for the monomial case can be used
to give a bound on the number of F lq-solutions to the diagonal-type equa-
tion
C
l
i=1
xp
c+1
i +(xi+l)
pc+1=0, (14)
where l ¥ Fq is chosen so that cp
e− c
lp
e− c
+clp
c
] 0 for all c ¥ Fgq (for
example, l=1), l is even, and e/d is odd where q=pe and d=gcd(c, e).
To do this, we use Coulter’s result for the evaluation of S(a, b)=
;x ¥ Fq q1(axp
c+1+bx), e/gcd(c, e) odd, given in [3]. Specifically, we have
the following.
Theorem 4.1. Let q be odd, let S(a, b) be defined as above, and suppose
that f(X)=ap
c
Xp
2c
+aX is a permutation polynomial over Fq. Let x0 be the
unique solution of the equation f(x)=−bp
c
, where b ] 0. If e/gcd(c, e) is
odd then we have the following two cases:
1. If p — 1 mod 4 then S(a, b)=(−1)e−1 `q g(−a) q¯1(axp
c+1
0 ), where
g is the quadratic character on Fq.
2. If p — 3 mod 4 then S(a, b)=(−1)e−1 i3e `q g(−a) q¯1(axp
c+1
0 ).
We will also need Coulter’s more general result on the evaluation
of ;x ¥ Fq q1(axp
c+1+L(x)) where L(x) is a linearized polynomial whose
form is given below. Although the result is stated for the case in which
e/gcd(c, e) is odd, it in fact holds regardless of the parity of e/gcd(c, e).
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Theorem 4.2. Let c be defined as above with e/gcd(c, e) odd, let L(x) ¥
Fq[x] be a linearized polynomial of the form L(x)=;e−1i=0 biXp
i
, let qr be
any additive character of Fq with r ¥ Fq, and let b=;e−1i=0 (bir)p
e−i
. Then
C
x ¥ Fq
qr(axp
c+1+L(x))=S(ar, b),
where S is defined as in Theorem 4.1.
For our work, it will suffice to take r=1. We now determine the bound
on the number of F lq-solutions of (14); call this number N. We have
qN= C
c ¥ Fq
C
x1 ¥ Fq
· · · C
xl ¥ Fq
q1 1c 5Cl
i=1
xp
c+1
i +(xi+l)
pc+162
=q l+ C
c ¥ Fgq
C
x1 ¥ Fq
q1(c[x
pc+1
1 +(x1+l)
pc+1]) · · ·
· C
xl ¥ Fq
q1(c[x
pc+1
l +(xl+l)
pc+1])
=q l+ C
c ¥ Fgq
q1(clp
c+1) C
x1 ¥ Fq
q1(c[2x
pc+1
1 +lx
pc
1 +l
pcx1]) · · ·
· C
xl ¥ Fq
q1(c[2x
pc+1
l +lx
pc
l +l
pcxl]).
Given c ] 0, we set ec=cp
e− c
lp
e− c
+clp
c
, which is nonzero by assumption.
We will deal only with the case p — 3 mod 4 and l — 2 mod 4, as the other
cases require similar reasoning. For each j between 1 and l, we have by
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 that
C
xj ¥ Fq
q1(c[2x
pc+1
j +lx
pc
j +l
pcxj])=Z, (15)
where Z=(−1)e−1 i3e `q g(−2c) q¯1(2cxp
c+1
c ) and xc is the unique solution
to (2c)p
c
Xp
2c
+2cX=−ep
c
c . Since l — 2 mod 4, the product of the terms in
(15) as j travels from 1 to l is q l/2q¯1(2clx
pc+1
c ) or −q
l/2q¯1(2clx
pc+1
c ) as e is
even or odd, respectively. (Recall that we require e/d, not e, to be odd.)
Thus, summing over c ¥ Fgq , we obtain
N=q l−1±q (l/2)−1 C
c ¥ Fgq
q1(c[lp
c+1−2clxp
c+1
c ]), (16)
and Theorem 1.7 follows.
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